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About This Content

Halloween’s finally here with some mindblowing fun and cool new fishing adventures coming your way! The question is: are
you prepared for this year’s monster fishing challenges? Well, think no further and worry not! Spooky Fishing Pack will have
you armed with the coolest and scariest weapons, ready to head on a wild night hunt facing mysterious Ghost Pikes, ferocious

Mutant Gars and those creepy Skeleton Bluegills to obtain awesome new achievements with complete self-confidence!
Spooky Fishing Pack includes limited edition fishing goodies like the ghostly SpookySpin™ spinning rod, the creepy Purple

Bat™ Telescopic Rod, the bony SkeleHand™ Match Rod and a full set of all three scarily powerful Ghost Reel™ fishing reels
- all boasting delightfully scary design and unmatched monster fighting potential. To top it off, you also get some night fishing
Glow Bobbers, super strong fluoro lines, and other cool stuff like our exclusive Halloween Coffin Case, the Iron Maiden Fish

Stringer and awesome creepy Halloween baits including Candy!
With the Spooky Fishing Pack you get a complete tackle set of all the spicy ingredients for a mindblowing Halloween

experience full of fun and creepy excitement!

This super awesome Pack includes:
* 666 CREDITS - use your Credits to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses. Spend

your credits wisely!
* 13 BAITCOINS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 7 DAYS OF PREMIUM Enjoy thirty days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to
Experience and Credits earned for every fish you catch! In addition, you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50%

discount! You also get the privilege of free registration in Competitions and the advantage of using free Forward Time function
twice as often!

* 40 Storage Slots
* 3 Tackle Setup Slots

RODS ‘N REELS
Rods:

* Purple Bat™ 23' (700) - Length: 23' (7 m); Line Weight: 3–13 Lb. (1.5-6.0 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 7; Guides: 10
* SpookySpin™ 8' 6" (260) - Length: 8' 6" (2.6 m) Lure Weight: 5/7– 1 3/4 Oz. (20-50 g); Power: Heavy; Line Weight:

6.6–19.8 Lb. (3-9 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10
* SkeleHand™ 11' 5" (350) - Length: 11' 5" (3.5 m); Line Weight: 6.5–17.5 Lb. (3-8 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 3; Guides:

14
Reels:

* Ghost Reel™ 3000 - Ratio: 4.6:1; Recovery: 27.5" (70 cm); Capacity: mono 12/100 (0.3/100), braid 20/135 (0.23/135); Max
Drag: 11 Lb. ( 6 kg)

* Ghost Reel™ 4000 - Ratio: 4.6:1; Recovery: 29.5" (75 cm); Capacity: mono 0.16/100 (0.4/100), braid .009/170(0.23/170);
Max Drag: 19.8 Lb. (9 kg)

* Ghost Reel™ 5000 - Ratio: 4.6:1; Recovery: 29.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 32/100 (0.5/100), braid 30/170 (0.28/170); Max
Drag: 25.3 Lb. (11.5 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines:

Fluoro .012" (0.3 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 12 Lb. (5.5 kg)
Fluoro .018" (0.45 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 25 Lb. (11.3 kg)
Braid .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 20 Lb. (9.1 kg)

* Bobbers: Glowing Pear-Shaped Float (X2), Glow Bobber (X2)
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* Hooks: Hook #1, Hook #1/0, Hook #2/0, Hook #3/0, Hook #4/0, Hook #6/0, Hook #7/0, Hook #8/0, Hook #10/0
* Spoons: Spider Spoon 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #5/0
* Crankbaits: Slimy Crank 12 ft. (3.5 m), #6/0

* Baits: Dead Mice, Pig's Eye, Rotten Minnows, Large Minnows, Large Cutbait, Crawfish, Candy
* Jig Heads: JigHead (6/7 Oz) 25 g, #4/0; JigHead (1 1/16 Oz) 30 g, #6/0

* Shads: Bony Shad 4" (10 cm)

EQUIPMENT
* Iron Maiden Fish Stringer - Max Single Fish Weight: 99 Lb. (45 kg); Total Fish Weight: 286 Lb. (130 kg); Fish-Friendly: no

* Coffin Case Rod Case - Rods: 2; Reels: 2

POND PASSES (7 days):
* Neherrin River

* Everglades
* Quanchkin Lake

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Advanced North Carolina License

* Advanced Florida License
* Advanced Louisiana License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Spooky Fishing Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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fishing planet spooky fishing pack

Right now it's more of an experience rather than a game and I like it that way. When it first came out it gave me horrible motion
sickness but I quickly got my VR legs by playing the hell out of Pavlov VR and tried it again and this time around I didn't get
sick. Beautiful, polished graphics although sometimes there's a little bit of frame rate hiccups here and there even with async
reprojection enabled. Right now there's not a lot of gameplay elements and so don't expect to spend hours on it, but if you are
the type of person who just likes to fly around in the levels available then you will love it. Furthermore it's free, at least for now.
So there's no reason not to give it a try.. The score system is awful. Instead of just grading you for how fast you're going or if
you did a cool thing or not, it expects you to utterly follow the score bubbles 100% of the time. In a physics-based platformer.

I'd let this slide, had the game not required a certain amount of score to leave the first world. It didn't really feel like the level
design was getting exceedingly fun yet either.

On top of that, there's a bunch of imperfections that contribute to the frustration. The visuals are nice, but the soundtrack and
SFX are kinda grating. Most importantly though, while the physics are *alright* for a Unity game, occasionally the ground won't
be beneath you when you try to jump, or you'll have trouble with the swinging physics. When you die, sometimes the obstacles
will desynch, or the camera will fail to catch back up to you, and also generally make it hard to consistently aim with the mouse
(unless you use a controller, in which case good luck doing this with no crosshairs).

I wanted to try this game because when you're doing well your movement looks really cool, but it's not as deterministic as it
should be. I'm sorry.. This game is awesome. The fact that there are complaints for this game is rediculas. Yes, enemies shoot at
your right as they appear. Yes, the guns fire at a strange arc. Its a challanging game. It's really hard and it's meant to be. The
story sucks? Really? It's an NES style game! You just need to have a general idea, it doesn't have to be a second Psychonauts it
isn't meant for story. People are also saying it is trying to be contra but there is a difference between trying and being based off
of or similar too. It isn't trying to replace or be contra, it is SUPPOSE to feel and look like Contra! It wasn't planning on being
exactly the same it just wanted a similar feel. (Obviously I didn't make the game so I dont know how it is supposed to feel) But
all in all, I had a lot of fun with this game and if you're in for a retro challange I would think about getting it. And that is not a
price to complain about.. nice movie - but the pictures are crap; one of the "hackers" had opened a WordPress-webside
manager?!. After both of my parents died in a car crash. I was left alone. It was a verysad time in my life that is until... I
discovered Bomb Tag. Bomb tag not only is a fun game but a beautiful reflection about our society. Bomb tag helped me forget
and not care about my dead parents. All i CARED ABOUT WAS BOMBS, BOMBS, BOMBS and taging people with then.

10/10 would save me from suicide again.. I have fond memories of playing this game back in the day, alongside the Zeus game
aswell.

There is something purely enjoyable about these city builders. Never get tired of playing them! The gods are still self entitled
too I see!

Runs smoothly for me aswell which is a bonus as Cleopatra always used to crash on me!. This game is amazaing, The story is
great, the characters are awesome and the comabat is very fluid. Plus there is a dragon, I strongly recomend this game.. This is a
really thoughtful fun to play twin stick shooter.. A 2004 title, well before CoH, this particular game wrote history by itself. A
RTS based on WWII, something that looked weird or difficult back then, given the fact we only had Strategy games like AoE,
AoM, C&C etc.. Closest thing we had was the Commandos series. Captivating music, well looking graphics (for a game over a
decade old), easy yet intriguing at its control, acceptable AI that make it look hard sometimes, nice scenery, a bit of historical
accuracy, this game will make you press Esc and think your next move. You don't train men or gather resources, rather you
manage small groups of soldiers and vehicles, knowing that every mistake counts. The nostalgia!

 Regarding newer Windows versions 

I can't speak for Windows 7 or 8, but I run it perfectly on a Windows 10 clean installation, on a laptop, with maximum graphics.
You just need to go find the game in your Steam folder, then find the soldiers.exe file, right click on it and select Properties.
Then, in the Compatibility tab, check the box on Compatibility Mode and run it on Windows XP (Service Pack 2). This worked
for me just fine.. First game published by Artifex which I didnt like. I have played all of them except Demon hunter and Time
mysteries trilogy. I have feeling that graphics are not as good as other Artifex games and the voice acting is really bad, I had to
laugh sometimes when I heard some characters speaking. Story is poor and boring. Puzzles, if you played any other Artifex
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game you know exactly what you can expect. If you want to buy this just to spend some time solving puzzles go for it, now it is
for sale 4.8Euro. Otherwise look for other Artifex games they are much better
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Hey goy, I heard you like DLC?
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3F0Xx-oQKsU. purchased yesterday with high hopes these were soon dashed with the
unbelievable amount of lag especially as just bought new PC. Good story :)

no gameplay:(

but i like it :D. In my opinion, this is the best North American train avalible right now. I've ridden one of these, and the sounds
are spot on! so are the braking physics and the passenger view. The only thing I dislike is that the middle pair of doors open at
every stop, even at low platforms.

So in conclusion,

10\/10
Statement: Just get it, this is actually worth the full price for once. do you want to sign up for a bomber man clone with 0 players
online?
then this is the game for you. for all the guilty gear fans there...
DONT BUY IT

its not worth it
buy guilty gear xx reload or somthn
i duno. This game had an interesting story and cool graphics, but the puzzles are really hard
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